PHP Developer
Timisoara, Full Time

As a PHP developer at [e-spres-oh], you will help build one of the most
complex and advanced e-learning platforms out there, already being used by
tens of thousands of students across all over the United States.
Also, you will be part of the great team we have assembled during the past
two years for building this platform, will work closely with the US-based PMO
team of the e-learning company (no middlemen!), and will be directly
involved in all strategic discussions regarding the product’s roadmap ”we are
all in this together, as they say).
You will be working with:
 Hands on with Simfony, Lithium, Solr, REST Services
 Interacting with JQuery, LESS CSS, BEM methodology, templating
systems
 Jira as PM software, used for Kanban style project management
 Github, Peer Review
To work with the above, you must have:
 Good OOP skills and good understanding of design patterns and MVCs
 HTML5, JavaScript, CSS3 experience in implementing web interfaces
 Experience with Apache, NginX (we know that tweaking these can be a
real pain sometimes…)
 Versioning experience with Git, BitBucket, Stash or Mercurial
 MySQL or strong knowledge in making the DB work for you
 Some knowledge of MongoDB, Redis, Couch or any NoSQL
 English fluency, both written and spoken
You will be required to:
 Write clean , well designed code
 Provide support, test and maintenance for existing and future features
to ensure strong optimization and functionality
 Develop and deploy new features to facilitate related procedures and
tools if necessary
 Optimize codebase to ensure scalability and performance
 Maintain the codebase on Git

You are the right person for the job, if you are:
 Able to deal with complex technical requirements, capable of
organizing your time, while respecting the given deadlines
 A proactive team player, able to understand your role and how your
job impacts others around you, ready to help out without being asked
 Focused on quality, constantly pushing yourself and us to deliver
better results, innovative in problem solving and passionate about
new technologies
 Mindful and considerate towards your teammates, whether it’s at
work or during the many off-work things we do together as a team
 A strong believer of giving back to the community, regardless if it’s via
open-source contributions, mentoring, or sharing knowledge via local
meetups
 Expert in FIFA trick shots and key combinations or at least have some
p0wning skills when handling a Terran, Zerg or Protoss; a good
knowledge of Backgammon & a drip of Catan skills may be required
If this sounds like you, we would definitely like to meet you!
This is a full-time job. Hiring process might also include a knowledge test and
a hands-on test – details on both aspects will be provided to you, if you're
selected.

The Company
[e-spres-oh] is a digital development company, with offices in Timișoara and
Oradea, focused on creating amazing success stories. Our services include all
kind of development solutions, from small web or mobile apps to fullfeatured online platforms.
More than that [e-spres-oh] is us, a team of developers who love to create,
share, learn and evolve. We’re pursuing our passion with every cup of hot
espresso we drink and with each line of code we write.
- Culture & Values
- Benefits
- ROWE / Less Management

We offer a competitive basic salary, an open and supportive culture and
some cool benefits. Our newly renovated Timisoara office has some cozy
couches and the best geek fuel aka coffee in the town. ;)

